The adoption of consumer mobile devices and immediate access to information is impacting patient expectations in hospitals. As a result, some hospitals are providing commercial tablets to patients to enhance the hospital stay. These consumer tablets introduce challenges with connectivity, charging, device tracking and management, as well as data security.

As the leader in patient communication devices for over 50 years, Curbell Medical proudly introduces the new Rēgo™ Patient Interaction System — a scalable platform that addresses the challenges associated with tablets, integrating all patient controls into a single, medical-grade device.

The Rēgo™ system is designed to meet patient and hospital requirements with a focus on enhanced communication, information access, security, durability, cleanability, and regulatory compliance.
Empowering patients starts with peace of mind — knowing that they can quickly and easily call the nurse via the existing nurse call system. As an accessory to nurse call, Rēgo is a medical device per the FDA and meets all compliance requirements including UL 1069.
INTERNET
With Rēgo’s built-in web browser, patients can access the internet to stay connected via social media, news, weather, etc.

GAMES
Provide another valuable entertainment alternative for patients — ideal for passing the time and reducing anxiety.

RēGO IS CHANGING THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Practical and purpose-built for hospital patients and staff, Rēgo is easy to see and use for patients of all ages. Rēgo empowers patients to communicate their needs, select entertainment options, access information, and even control in-room elements like lighting and shades.

The Rēgo App Marketplace offers apps curated specifically to meet the needs of hospitals and patients — with privacy and security in mind. Combined with the Rēgo hardware, hospitals are now dramatically enhancing the patient experience.
**TELEVISION**
Régo is used to easily control the existing TV with sound delivered to the bedside.

**E-BOOKS**
Electronic books can provide an alternative entertainment option for patients.

**EDUCATION**
Give your patients access to documents and videos that help them better understand their condition and treatment.

Pop-up screens provide patient control of additional television features.
All buttons are back-lit, making them easy to find in the dark. Additional LEDs give visual assurance of various functions.

The device is powered and tethered at all times. When not in use, it can be placed into the holder, which can mount to most bed side rails.

The same holder can be used as a stand to allow use on an over-bed table.

**VIDEO CHAT**
Patients can connect via video chat with friends and family. Your hospital can even use the system to allow patients to chat with doctors or a translation service.

**ROOM COMFORT CONTROL**
Give your patients enhanced control of room lighting, shades, temperature, and more from the dedicated room control screen.
Rēgo’s unique magnetic connector is designed for ease of use and reduces plug damage issues.

THE RĒGO SYSTEM INSTALLS IN MINUTES

THE RĒGO HUB

The Hub is a key component to the Rēgo system that performs several functions:

1. Provides constant power to the Patient Interaction Device (PID) so it never needs charging
2. Connects to your existing nurse call system
3. Provides connections for additional hardwired room controls (lights, shades, etc.) to supplement what the nurse call station offers
4. Provides an ethernet connection option in addition to the PID’s built-in WiFi
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LEDs provide visual verification of system status

1/4" jacks accommodate specialty call devices

Rēgo’s unique magnetic connector is designed for ease of use and reduces plug damage issues.
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THE RĒGO SYSTEM INSTALLS IN MINUTES
THE RĒGO ECOSYSTEM ENSURES PEACE OF MIND

Rēgo is purpose-built for hospital patient rooms and designed to ensure security and patient privacy. The Rēgo App Marketplace, combined with the on-board Mobile Device Management agent, makes it easy for your hospital administrator to manage devices remotely.

RĒGO APP MARKETPLACE
Choose from a wide selection of apps designed for use by patients during their hospital stay. An SDK is available for app developers to leverage the platform.

ADMINISTRATION
Apps and software updates are downloaded from the marketplace to the Patient Interaction Devices via a Mobile Device Management system to ensure safety and security.

REMOTE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
The hospital maintains visibility and control of units to the patient room level, with the ability to offer specific apps to individual patients.

In hospital rooms around the world, patients are dealing with demands on their health, and staff members are dealing with demands on their time. Curbell Medical is at the center of it all, with product lines that have set the standard for hospital room integration. For more than 50 years, we have made sure that patients can expect the best possible experience.
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